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Complaint from Ms Jansen van Vuren that her privacy and dignity was impaired through the
broadcast of ‘Wedding Day Blues’ where ‘Love and Lace’ consumers’ lodged various
complaints against her against her failure to fulfil her sale agreements’ obligations, where such
failure disrupted their wedding plans including financial losses. Tribunal finding that clause
28.2 of the Code, which entitles broadcasters to broadcast comments on and criticism of any
actions of controversial issues of public importance, was not contravened - neither was there a
contravention of clause 28.3, which requires of a broadcaster to allow a person, whose views are
to be criticized, a right to reply – lastly, it was found that the right to dignity of the Complainant
was overridden by a legitimate public interest, as determined by clause 28.4 of the Code –
complaint not upheld - Jansen van Vuren vs M-Net, Case No: 11/2021 (BCCSA).
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SUMMARY
A complaint was received that the dignity and privacy of Ms Jansen van Vuren was
infringed after the Broadcaster broadcasted various consumer complaints against her
conduct emanating from their respective wedding dresses sale agreements. The consumers
complaints reflected their own personal comments and reflection of the status quo, thus
comments as per clause 28.2 of the Code of Conduct. The consumers’ complaints entailed
controversial issues of public importance, hence the Complainant was invited to state her
side of the story but refused. The latter refusal was reiterated through her legal
representatives which resulted in her being ‘an author of her own misfortune’. In light of
the Code of Conduct, the Broadcaster managed to still incorporate her responses into the
broadcast with the aim of providing balance as per the provisions of clause 28.3 of Code of
Conduct. The Tribunal found that the Broadcaster did not contravene the latter
provisions and that the Broadcaster made various efforts to try and incorporate the
Complainant’s version. Lastly, it was found that the right to dignity and privacy of the
Complainant was overridden by a legitimate public interest, as determined by the
provisions of clause 28.4 thus no contravention of this clause was found. The complaint is
not upheld.

JUDGMENT
B TLHAKUNG

[1]

Ms. Yolande / Lindie Jansen van Vuren [hereinafter referred to as ‘the Complainant’] of
Love and Lace (Pty) Limited [hereinafter referred to as ‘Love and Lace’] lodged a
complaint with the Broadcasting Complaints Commission of South Africa [hereinafter
referred to as ‘the BCCSA’] concerning an Electronic Media Network Proprietary
Limited [hereinafter referred to as ‘MNet’] programme, Carte Blanche’s [hereinafter
referred to as ‘the Broadcaster’] broadcast titled ‘Wedding Day Blues’ on Sunday the 7th
of March 2021.

[2]

The complaint reads as follows:
“We waited for the broadcast from carte blanche which occurred on 2021/03/07.
I am saddened and shocked by the fact that Carte Blanche actually went out of their way to
attack me in person and to portray me in the worst light possible.
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From the facts it is evident that they decided to ignore the facts, which were forwarded to them by
my attorneys and to also report on those facts in their broadcast in depth. 80% of the broadcast
was aimed at defaming my character and placing photos of me, which were of personal nature
and in the broadcast. Some of these photos included very personal photos of when I was
pregnant and other photos where I was with her family. My ID was used without my consent.
Just a few weeks ago Devi also broadcast a show where “Euro Bride” was accused of the exact
same circumstances. This was also a bridal Company like my company (Love and Lace), which
also had to close their doors and they were also liquidated. Not once in that show was the photos
of the Directors of that company broadcasted.
During the broadcast of Sunday 2021/03/07, they were actually defaming me in my personal
capacity and not the Company of which I was the director. They never even mentioned the timeline in which everything occurred. They never informed the public that Love and Lace was a
successful company for 7 years before the liquidation and that during this time there was only 2
incidents on “Hello Peter” where clients were complaining and that even those 2 complaints were
resolved.
They neglected to report that Love and Lace was a primarily “Social Media” based company
whom advertised on Face Book and via other media channels and that the company got it’s
orders from there and then went ahead with the orders.
They neglected to mention that this whole situation started because of one lady (Lizette Uys)
whom ordered a dress against the advice from Love and Lace, that the time to deliver was to
short, but never the less and on pressure from Me Uys went ahead and ordered the dress. The
dress arrived a week before the wedding and Me Uys was not happy with the product and
insisted on being refunded. Love and Lace rejected this claim and Me Uys then started with her
attacks and stalking on social media and on the Company’s website and Face Book. Carte
Balance neglected to report to the public during the broadcast that Me Uys took Love and Lace to
the Small Claims Court, but that the court dismissed the case and also warned Me Uys to stop
with her defamatory attacks on me. It is also a known fact that the same Me Uys laid a case
against her own daughter in the small claims court for money which the daughter owed her. Me
Uys directly informed my daughter that she will close the “doors” of Love and Lace.
Carte Blanche neglected to report to the public that the attacks on Love and Lace by Me Uys was
so extreme that the Company started to lose orders and clients to such an extend that the
company, after 7 years, was forced to close down and liquidate on advice of their lawyers. They
also neglected to report that the liquidation occurred in terms of the law by a liquidation attorney.
Last year 14 Nov they ambushed me unlawfully in someone else's home where I was stuck and
held for 2 hours. I was tormented by that day that up until this day I still cannot even drive in the
same street.
My company had to liquidate due to financial strains a year ago, that in itself was my greatest
disappointment in life and yet Carte Blanche decided to prortray a story based on sensation.
The people whom were affected due to the liquidation were the people on the show. They
neglected to report this to the public.
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During the broadcast they allowed some of these people to blatantly attack and defame my
character in person. Carte Blanche allowed these allegations to turn into hate speech. They did
not take exceptional care to protect my family and minor children. I have to pick up my kids from
school, I have to continue work in my town. Why slander my name and photos for all to see. If its
pure allegations why not portray the story in that way and start of the show with this company
liquidated and that is the reason why these clients were unhappy. The way in which the broadcast
was done was to portray me as a scam. They allowed these attacks to continue even after the
broadcast on their website / Facebook, allowing people to attack me in the comments. They
allowed social media “bullying” to take place and was part of it. They allowed these bullies to get
away with what they have done to destroy a very successful company on social media and then
allowed them to manipulate Carte Blanch into broadcasting this show. Carte Blanche has not
once asked me what happened to the company? Why has it closed? They told the public that I
refused an interview. I have done a written interview but they neglected to mention to the public
why I refused an interview? As they never contacted me from day one, they ambushed me and
due to the emotional and trauma I have been through my attorneys advised me not to as I was
not in an emotional state to conduct a televised interview and I lost all trust in a company which
should have been neutral in the process.
This investigative journalism was extremely poor and subjective. It is evident from the broadcast
that Carte Blanche wanted to destroy my image for ever and permanently.
Please also read this email together with my father’s original complaint below.
1. Was their conduct fair?
2. Was their conduct lawful?
I need Carte Blanche to apologise on air and to set the record straight with the South African
public. I need them to remove my photos.
All and any documents needed will be readily available with my attorneys.”

[3]

The Broadcaster responded as follows:
‘INTRODUCTION
1.

We act on behalf of Electronic Media Network Proprietary Limited ("M-Net"), the
broadcaster of the television programme Carte Blanche ("Carte Blanche").

2.

We refer to the complaint submitted to the Broadcasting Complaints Commission of South
Africa ("BCCSA") by Ms Yolande Jansen van vuren of Love and Lace ("Ms Jansen van
vuren"), in respect of the broadcast titled "Wedding Day Blues", televised as part of the
Carte Blanche programme on the subscription channel M-Net on Sunday, 7 March 2021
("the insert").

3.

We set out below M-Net's response to the complaint. In addressing the complaint, we shall
deal with the following:
3.1

the nature and contents of the insert;
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4.

3.2

the right of reply afforded to Ms Jansen van vuren;

3.3

submissions regarding the relevant provisions of the BCCSA's Code of Conduct for
Subscription Broadcasting Service Licensees ("the Code") to which the complaint
relates; and

3.4

a summary of Ms Jansen van vuren's complaints and M-Net's responses.

We submit that this response will clearly demonstrate that the complaint is without merit.
NATURE AND CONTENTS OF THE INSERT

5.

The insert considered allegations made by a number of dissatisfied customers and reselling
agents in relation to a South African company – Love and Lace Proprietary Limited ("Love
and Lace"), run by Ms Jansen van vuren.
This company sold wedding attire and
formalwear, including wedding dresses, suits, bridesmaids' dresses, robes and evening
gowns. Love and Lace was also a distributor to reselling agents, who were meant to
purchase wedding dresses and other attire from Love and Lace, and then resell to
customers. Love and Lace entered into voluntary liquidation in February 2020.

6.

Essentially, the insert describes how the alleged conduct of Ms Jansen van vuren adversely
impacted the wedding experiences of several brides, and brought reselling agents into
disrepute, through what were alleged to be false promises and misrepresentation.

7.

In total, Carte Blanche covered allegations made by seven individuals – five former
customers and two former reselling agents of Love and Lace, all of whom appeared on the
record. Throughout, and despite Ms Jansen van vuren inexplicably seeking to preclude
Carte Blanche from doing so in her lawyer's correspondence, her version and response to
the allegations that are made are included. A copy of the script is attached hereto as "CB1"
with Ms Jansen van vuren's version – where she had provided it.

First dissatisfied customer: Ménique Lloyd (née Uys)
8.

Claire Mawisa, the presenter, explains how "Ménique Lloyd and her groom… alleged that
they were left stranded with no attire three days before their wedding". Ménique relayed
that her husband is tall and how she – who is shorter than her husband – fitted the suit they
ordered from Ms Jansen van vuren, and that by the Wednesday prior to the wedding (which
took place three days later on the Saturday), she had still not received her wedding dress.

Second dissatisfied customer: Linzi Vorster
9.

Linzi Vorster alleged that when she requested that she be refunded the payment she made to
Ms Jansen van vuren for an order she was yet to confirm and for which her
measurements had not even been taken, Ms Jansen van vuren refused to provide the
refund, claiming that there was a "no refund policy". This was baffling to Linzi, as she could
not comprehend how Ms Jansen van vuren claimed that Linzi was not entitled to a refund,
yet had not incurred any expenses and therefore would not incur any loss.
First dissatisfied reselling agent: Theresa Rossouw
10. Theresa Rossouw, a reselling agent of Love and Lace, alleged that despite a R15 000.00
deposit she made, Ms Jansen van vuren had not made a single order.
Third dissatisfied customer: Chemoné van Tonder
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11. Chemoné van Tonder told how she was disappointed that the variety of dresses available
to order was not as expansive as that advertised on Facebook, but that Ms Jansen van
vuren allayed her concerns by stating that Chemoné could choose a dress and Ms Jansen
van vuren would alter it into Chemoné's "dream wedding dress".
12.

Chemoné alleged that that Ms Jansen van vuren informed her that the dress would be
available in six to eight weeks. When Chemoné arrived at the Love and Lace studio eight
weeks later, Ms Jansen van vuren had not arrived and attributed her truancy to "baby brain".
Ms Jansen van vuren is alleged to have informed Chemoné that the dress was "stuck in
Customs". Chemoné could not reconcile herself to this claim, as Ms Jansen van vuren was
supposed to be making the dress. Chemoné addressed Ms Jansen van vuren about this
confusion, who retorted that the dresses were manufactured in Dubai and altered by a
seamstress in South Africa.

13. Chemoné then explains in the insert how, being extremely dissatisfied with her experience
with Ms Jansen van vuren and concerned that she would never receive her wedding dress,
she decided to visit the HelloPeter website and was shocked to discover that other brides
had too been failed by Ms Jansen van vuren. When she confronted Ms Jansen van vuren
about the extremely unfavourable reviews of Love and Lace, Ms Jansen van vuren sent her a
voicenote attempting to allay her fears, stating, inter alia, that "Any business in South
Africa has HelloPeter remarks. It doesn't make them a bad company." The insert contains a
clip of this voicenote.
14. The insert then shows the wedding dress received by Chemoné seven months later "stuffed in
a less than desirable delivery box".
Fourth dissatisfied customer: Mandie Gouws
15. The voiceover then introduces another dissatisfied customer, Mandie Gouws, who, after
experiencing a series of postponed fittings and incorrectly coloured bridesmaids' dresses,
decided to conduct her own investigations into Ms Jansen van vuren and discovered a
multitude of complaints against her.
16. Mandie alleged that she, together with other disgruntled customers of Ms Jansen van vuren,
reported the Love and Lace Facebook page, but that Ms Jansen van vuren ultimately
removed it and sent threatening letters, through her attorneys, warning that legal action
would be taken if Mandie and the others continued to post derogatory comments about Ms
Jansen van vuren.
Second dissatisfied reselling agent: Jean-Marie Wright
17. Jean-Marie alleged how she and her mother provided Ms Jansen van vuren with
R30 000.00 and within two months, their reputations were beyond repair, as they were
unable to deliver to their clients. Jean-Marie claims that Ms Jansen van vuren attributed
poor service delivery to experiencing problems with Customs. Moreover, Jean-Marie
explains that she and her mother consequently had to refund their clients, without any
contribution from Ms Jansen van vuren.
Fifth dissatisfied customer: Christiaan Bekker
18. The insert includes the experience of Christiaan Bekker, who paid in excess of R200 000.00 to
Ms Jansen van vuren for a large consignment of dresses which he never received.
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19. He alleges how Ms Jansen van vuren insisted on the deposit, yet when she failed to fulfil
her obligations and Christiaan demanded that she refund him, she refused, claiming that
the "contract" did not provide for a refund.
20.

Christiaan then relays how his attempts to lay a criminal charge against Ms Jansen van
vuren were continuously rejected by the police, who claimed that it was not a criminal
matter, but rather a civil matter.

21. The insert concludes with an explanation for why Ms Jansen van vuren rejected Carte
Blanche's several invitations for an interview – that criminal proceedings are pending
against her.
22. We submit that, when regard is had to the insert as a whole, it is clear that Carte Blanche
acted reasonably and responsibly in the broadcast and was compliant with the provisions
of the Code. Carte Blanche's reportage is, we submit, protected by the Code, as we expand
on below.
RELEVANT PROVISIONS OF THE CODE
23. We note that in its email to Carte Blanche, the BCCSA indicated that "The Commission
would appreciate a copy of the insert and comment in terms of dignity and comment and
balance" (own emphasis).
24. We have accordingly limited our response to address only clauses 28.2, 28.3 and 28.4, as
requested by the Commission, extracts of which we set out below for ease of reference:
"28.2

28.3

Comment
28.2.1

Licensees may broadcast comment on and criticism of any actions or
events of public importance.

28.2.2

Comment must be an honest expression of opinion and must be
presented in such manner that it appears clearly to be comment, and must
be made on facts truly stated or fairly indicated and referred to.

Controversial issues of public importance
28.3.1

In presenting a programme in which controversial issues of public
importance are discussed, a licensee must make reasonable efforts to
fairly present opposing points of view either in the same
programme or in a subsequent programme forming part of the same
series of programmes presented within a reasonable period of time of
the original broadcast and within substantially the same time slot.

28.3.2 A person whose views are to be criticised in a broadcasting
programme on a controversial issue of public importance must be given
a right to reply to such criticism on the same programme. If this is
impracticable, however, an opportunity for response to the
programme should be provided where appropriate, for example in a right
to reply programme or in a pre-arranged discussion programme with the
prior consent of the person concerned.
28.4

Privacy
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Insofar as both news and comment are concerned, broadcasting licensees
must exercise exceptional care and consideration in matters involving the private
lives, private concerns and dignity of individuals, bearing in mind that the rights to
privacy and dignity may be overridden by a legitimate public interest."
25. We submit that the insert complies with clauses 28.2, 28.3 and 28.4 of the Code for the
reasons discussed below. Indeed, this is plain from a mere viewing of the insert or perusal of
the transcript of the insert, attached hereto as "CB1".

THE INSERT WAS HONEST COMMENT, WAS BALANCED AND MS JANSEN VAN
VUREN'S RESPONSE WAS BROADCAST
26. There can be no doubt that Carte Blanche went to great lengths to include Ms Jansen van
vuren's response to the allegations made about her. This is evident simply from perusing
the script. It also indicates that the insert was balanced. And the broadcast of the
allegations made about her by the seven dissatisfied customers and reselling agents clearly
amounts to protected comment under the Code. The insert includes the views of the
dissatisfied customers and reselling agents, the responses of Ms Jansen van vuren herself,
where she provided responses, the opinion of an independent social media expert, the
response from the spokesperson of the South African Police Service, the response from
Facebook, and an explanation of certain Electronic Communications and Transactions Act,
2002 ("ECTA") provisions for consumer protection. Despite Ms Jansen van vuren's
attempts to prevent Carte Blanche from publishing her initial responses to Carte Blanche's
questions, Carte Blanche believed it had an ethical duty to do so in fairness to her.
27. The correspondence between the parties bears out how Carte Blanche treated Ms Jansen
van vuren fairly in relation to her side of the story.
28. After Carte Blanche attempted without success to interview Ms Jansen van vuren on
14 November 2020 while she was engaged in her work as an estate agent:
28.1 Carte Blanche wrote to Ms Jansen van Vuren's then attorneys on 26 November 2020,
affording Ms Jansen van vuren another opportunity to be interviewed and providing
Ms Jansen van vuren with a list of questions that would form the basis of the
suggested interview. This letter is attached hereto as "CB2".
28.2

Ms Jansen van vuren failed to respond to Carte Blanche's invitation for an interview.
On 30 November 2020, Carte Blanche again furnished Ms Jansen van vuren with an
opportunity to respond to these questions. This letter is attached hereto as "CB3".

28.3 On 4 December 2020, Ms Jansen van vuren finally responded to the initial set of
questions from Carte Blanche. But her lawyers' letter – bizarrely and, with respect,
with no lawful basis – said these answers could not be used in a broadcast. This
This letter is attached as "CB4".
28.4 On 4 February 2021, Carte Blanche received a letter from Ms Jansen van vuren's new
attorneys (attached as "CB5"), again demanding that Carte Blanche refrains from
"publishing and/or broadcasting [Ms Jansen van vuren's] written response to [Carte
Blanche's] questions, same which was done bona fide by [Ms Jansen van vuren] to
be used solely for purposes of consideration".
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28.5 On 10 February 2021, Webber Wentzel, on behalf of Carte Blanche, responded. This
letter is attached as "CB6". In relation to broadcasting the answers provided by Ms
Jansen van vuren, Carte Blanche said this:
28.5.1

"[Ms Jansen van vuren] was expressly invited to provide her comment
to specific questions in the context of [Carte Blanche's] investigations for
the purpose of broadcasting a programme concerning [Ms Jansen van
vuren]";

28.5.2

"it was on that basis that [Ms Jansen van vuren] provided her version to
[Carte Blanche]";

28.5.3

"[Ms Jansen van vuren] cannot provide a response to [Carte Blanche]
and impose (without any consent by [Carte Blanche]) conditions on the use
of such a response by [Carte Blanche]"; and

28.5.4

"without [Ms Jansen van vuren's] version, the public will not have her
response to the serious allegations against her, which is in fact to [Ms Jansen
van vuren's] detriment".

28.6 Furthermore, Carte Blanche encouraged Ms Jansen van vuren "not to eschew her
right of reply" and provided her with a further, and final, opportunity to be interviewed,
another opportunity to update her responses to the original questions to her, and an
opportunity to respond to further questions relating to allegations against her.
28.7 On 15 February 2021, in a letter addressed to Carte Blanche on behalf of Ms Jansen
van vuren (attached hereto as "CB7"), Ms Jansen van vuren's attorney claimed that:
28.7.1

"there are possible criminal cases pending against [Ms Jansen van vuren]
and that the matter at hand is sub-judicae", without attaching written
answers to the queries posed by Carte Blanche in the additional set of
questions"; and

28.7.2

"that [Ms Jansen van vuren's] response to [Carte Blanche's] first set
of questions, which are already in [Carte Blanche's] possession, was (sic)
done on a without prejudice basis".

28.8 In its response on 24 February 2021 (attached hereto as "CB8"), Webber Wentzel,
on behalf of Carte Blanche, responded:
28.8.1

"The sub judice principle neither prevents the media from reporting, nor does
it prevent [Ms Jansen van vuren] from answering questions posed by
[Carte Blanche] relating to allegations levelled against her. That said, it is
[Ms Jansen van vuren's] decision whether or not to participate in the right of
reply process. She has been given a fair opportunity to provide
responses to additional allegations and to amplify her existing
responses, but has eschewed this opportunity"; and

28.8.2

"regardless of [Ms Jansen van vuren's] previous attorney's designation of
the letter attaching [Ms Jansen van vuren's] responses as 'without
prejudice', [Ms Jansen van vuren's] responses were not in furtherance of
settling a dispute, are not without prejudice, were not made off the record
with the consent of [Carte Blanche], and consequently, [Carte Blanche] is
entitled to rely on [Ms Jansen van vuren's] previous responses".
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28.9 It is against this backdrop that we seek to illustrate that on several occasions, Carte
Blanche afforded Ms Jansen van vuren her right of reply, which she effectively
rejected:

29.

28.9.1

she refused each and every invitation from Carte Blanche to participate in
an in-person interview;

28.9.2

she sought to preclude Carte Blanche from using her answers to the original
set of questions;

28.9.3

she refused Carte Blanche's offer to update her responses to the original set
of questions; and

28.9.4

she refused the opportunity to respond to an additional set of questions
from Carte Blanche and instead provided a general, sub judice answer.

In the circumstances, Ms Jansen van vuren's complaint about balance is entirely misplaced.
If she had her way, none of her responses would have been included. Instead, Carte
Blanche acted entirely properly and ethically, by including her responses to the allegations
– both the detailed (where they were provided) and the general responses. It hardly lies in
her mouth to now complain about lack of of balance, when she was content for Carte
Blanche to broadcast without her version at all.

30. For ease of reference, we include below the responses which were broadcast to the
allegations made:
Chemoné van Tonder
31. In relation to Chemoné, the voiceover explains that in a written response to Carte Blanche,
through her attorney, Ms Jansen van vuren:
"stated that the delivery boxes were in line with courier requirements and she denied
misrepresenting where the dresses came from and she did not recall advising clients that
the dresses were custom-made. She added that the Love and Lace pages had said the
dresses were imported",
while the insert simultaneously illustrates direct quotations from Ms Jansen van vuren's
responses to Carte Blanche's original set of questions:
"dresses would be couriered in a box for protection purposes and to fall in line with courier
requirements";
"I do not recall that I specifically advised clients where dresses are made as it is
irrelevant where our dresses are imported from"; and
"Firstly, on all Love and Lace pages, it was clearly stated that dresses and products are
indeed imported".
Ménique Lloyd
32. In relation to Ménique, the voiceover refers to Ms Jansen van vuren's claim that:
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"Ménique had no grounds for a refund and that Ménique was made aware of the risk of
ordering close to the wedding",
while the insert again concurrently displays direct quotations from Ms Jansen van vuren's
responses to Carte Blanche's original set of questions:
"… this particular client did not have any valid grounds for a refund…"; and
"Client was advised of the risk she is taking by ordering so close to the wedding".
Mandie Gouws
33. In relation to Mandie Gouws, the voiceover provides Ms Jansen van vuren's version:
"Jansen van Vuren insists that the errors in orders were caused by her assistant and she
says some complaints are exaggerated", and
at the same time, the insert provides direct quotations from Ms Jansen van vuren's
responses to Carte Blanche's original set of questions:
"… it came to my attention that [assistant] misadvised clients in terms of lead times on
ordered dresses"; and
"On this point you are over-exaggerating".
34. In relation to queries posed to Ms Jansen van vuren pertaining to the Facebook comments
and the removal of the Love and Lace Facebook page, the insert provides her response:
"In her response, Jansen van Vuren said she had a right to block and remove
defamatory comments that were personal and abusive and confirmed that she had
removed the page herself".
Jean-Marie Wright
35.

In relation to Jean-Marie's allegation that Ms Jansen van vuren attributed her poor service
delivery to problems with Customs, the voiceover provides Ms Jansen van vuren's response
to Carte Blanche's original set of questions:
"Jansen van Vuren responded that she had no control over Customs and that not every
order had been delayed",
while the insert displays a direct quotation from Ms Jansen van vuren's responses to Carte
Blanche's original set of questions:
"This process however did not lie within the control of the affected business, Love and Lace,
and our hands were cut off".

36.

In relation to Carte Blanche's queries pertaining to why Ms Jansen van vuren did not provide
customers with refunds, the voiceover refers to Ms Jansen van vuren's response to Carte
Blanche's original set of questions:
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"Jansen van Vuren's version is that refunds were provided or that dresses were remade.
She alleges that in rare cases where clients provided incorrect measurements,
refunds would not necessarily be applicable",
while the insert displays a direct quotation from Ms Jansen van vuren's responses to Carte
Blanche's original set of questions:
"In some cases refunds were provided, where in other cases , orders were redone if time
allowed us to redo them"; and
"… measurements provided directly from clients, but taken incorrectly by the client, did not
necessarily mean a refund is applicable".
37. The voiceover continues to refer to Ms Jansen van vuren's rebuttal in her responses to
Carte Blanche's original set of questions:
"She claims that only a couple of the 38 reselling agents complained and she always
afforded adequate support to the agents",
while the insert displays a direct quotation from Ms Jansen van vuren's responses to Carte
Blanche's original set of questions:
"I had in total 38 reselling agents , therefore making an allegation based on the
experiences of 1 or 2"; and
"This agent was provided all the support needed".
Christiaan Bekker
38. In relation to Ms Jansen van vuren's non-fulfilment of Christiaan's order, the voiceover
provides Ms Jansen van vuren's response:
"In response, Jansen van Vuren admitted the consignment of dresses was a very large
order. She said she offered to fulfil the order partially and says it was Bekker who
declined", while the insert displays extracts from Ms Jansen van vuren's responses to Carte
Blanche's original set of questions:
"I also advised Tiaan's wife on many occasions that this is a very large order"; and
"Tiaan declined and said he wanted all 64/65 dresses in one go. I then said to Tiaan it's
fine, all dresses arriving in the meanwhile will be held until we wait for the rest".
Alleged fraud
39. In relation to the alleged fraud perpetrated by Ms Jansen van vuren, the voiceover provides
Ms Jansen van vuren's response:
"With two fraud cases pending, Jansen van Vuren maintains that no fraud was ever
committed. It was never her intent to hurt or affect anyone and she claims that for every
unhappy bride, there were five happy ones",
while the insert displays a direct quotation from Ms Jansen van vuren's responses to Carte
Blanche's original set of questions:
"… it was never my intent to affect or hurt anyone"; and
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"… for every unhappy bride, there were five happy ones".
40. We therefore submit that the insert easily passed the test for balance contained in the Code
not least in light of the inclusion of Ms Jansen van vuren's reply contained in her responses to
Carte Blanche's original set of questions.
DIGNITY
41. As highlighted above, Ms Jansen van vuren demanded that Carte Blanche refrain from
broadcasting any video footage of the attempt by Carte Blanche to interview her on
14 November 2020. Carte Blanche complied with its undertaking in this regard and none
of that footage was broadcast – it is therefore irrelevant to her complaint.
42. What is left of Ms Jansen van vuren's dignity complaint appears to be her insistence that
Carte Blanche was not entitled to broadcast photographs of herself.
43. Insofar as the privacy and the dignity of Ms Jansen van vuren are concerned, Carte Blanche
certainly exercised, in accordance with clause 28.4 of the Code, "exceptional care and
consideration" to maintain and safeguard the privacy and dignity of Ms Jansen van vuren's
private life. Carte Blanche undertook not to broadcast any photographs of Ms Jansen van
vuren's children, husband and employer.
44. But Carte Blanche did and was entitled to show photographs of Ms Jansen van vuren. The
severity of the allegations against Ms Jansen van vuren, including, but not limited to,
allegations of fraud, are certainly of a "legitimate public interest" (clause 28.4 of the Code)
and warrant the broadcasting of Ms Jansen van vuren's images. Investigative journalism
would be severely impoverished if journalists could not use photographs of the subjects of
the story. It would be a gross violation of editorial freedom and freedom of the media.
45. It follows that the complaint should be dismissed.
46.

We attach an addendum marked as such with the detailed responses to the complaints
made by Ms Jansen van vuren, should the BCCSA need any further detail.

CONCLUSION
47. The allegations contained in the complaint are entirely baseless and false.
48. The insert concerned a matter of public interest. It is for precisely this reason that Carte
Blanche ensured the insert complied with clause 28.2.2. Carte Blanche broadcast the
opposing views of Ms Jansen van vuren contained in her responses to Carte Blanche's
original set of questions, the views of an independent expert, the response from the
spokesperson of the South African Police Service, the response from Facebook, and
commentary on ECTA.
49. Carte Blanche ensured that all the comment included in the insert amounted to honest
expressions of opinion based on the experiences of customers and reselling agents and
was therefore protected comment.
50. We submit that the insert plainly complied with clauses 28.2, 28.3 and 28.4 of the Code.
There is accordingly no basis for Ms Jansen van vuren's complaint.”
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[4]

The Complainant replied as follows:
“Thank you for offering me the opportunity to voice my part.
I am not in the fortunate position to have my attorney present in this matter again as this will cost
me thousands
I ask you this
If i was guilty, would i have raised this complaint?
Once again Carte Blanche dominates and manipulates me in turning away
Even though they feel it is irrelevant, their modus operandi was to corner me.
Why have they not contacted me professionally asking me for an interview from day one. Yet they
decided to ambush me.Yet they mislead me into a home invasion and afterwards called the other
parties and appologized for the incident
This was an ambush and because of the trauma i suffered that day i refused to sit down with
them as i dont trust them
If they subjective from day one and asked my side it would have been so much different
Yet they were after a juicy story to broadcast and portrayed me as guilty
The business was successfull for many years
Yes there were unhappy clients that is business and a very normal part of it as well
But financially the business suffered sept 2019
If you look at the hello peter comments raised by carte blanche you will see its between sept 2019
and Nov 2019 period
Before that we had 3 complaints in a 6 year period
In the publics interest? Why? The business have been closed down 17 months ago. So what risk
did the business pose for the public? There were no allegations, it was pure accusations
There is only one fraud case which is being dealt with with more than enough evidence from my
side as well
I gave 8 page interview on paper and they used 7 sentences
Using one picture....fair enough. But 11 photos??? Even my family faces were blurred they were
still included even though you had my ID picture
The fact that you used so many pictures of me was purely for sensation
One of the clients whom spoke direct words were I am a liar and manipulative....this is not an
allegation, this is straight forward defamation
My character was taken on, my human rights stripped and also my reputation damaged.
According to the law carte blanche cannot harm my potential future income. I am allowed to
provide for my family.
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Yet the way in which the show has been broadcasted has put my reputation and future at risk.
Emotionally it has caused so much damage
I have no where been enriched by losing a business and have followed all legal and correct
avenues.
The fact that the business dealt with wedding made this the perfect SHOW
I am asking you to look at the broadcast
Please look at all the many pictures shown and honestly tell me that that was not aimed at
damaging my reputation. I was victimized.
Again it was a registered business and the fact that i ran it woman alone made me the perfect
target.
6 out of the 7 clients whom spoke HAVE received products, which indicates that we had all
intention to deliver
The fact that the business suffered over that period had an effect on delivering at 100%
Dont you think this was enough torture and embarrassment and an emotional chaos from the day
the business suffered.
I have been attacked on social media platforms already during the time the business suffered. I
have been threatened.
Again with the ambush it was trauma, then again with the show. You broadcasted a show 14
months afterwards. I dont think that is fair or protecting my humanity and reputation
I do hope that the broadcasting commission will consider my point of view as well.”

EVALUATION
[5]

Having gone through all the documentation submitted by both the Complainant and the
Broadcaster, including the relevant video insert of the ‘Wedding Blues’ broadcast, and
taking into consideration the provisions of the Code of Conduct for the Subscription
Broadcasting Service Licensees [hereinafter referred to as ‘the Code of Conduct’], the
BCCSA is of the view that:
The applicable clauses of the Code of Conduct are:
(a)

Clause 28.2 – Comment;

(b)

Clause 28.3 – Controversial issues of public importance; and

(c)

Clause 28.4 – Privacy.
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Hence both the Complainant and Broadcaster were specifically directed by the BCCSA
Registrar to be furnished with the prior written arguments on the latter clauses. The
parties accordingly furnished their submissions. The Complainant chose not to appear
before the Tribunal and thus could not argue same before the Tribunal.

[6]

As of 2016, Carte Blanche alleges to have received various complaints from a number of
brides-to-be and wedding dress agents questioning the legitimacy of ‘Love and Lace’ – a
business which was run and owned by the Complainant before it went into voluntary
liquidation in February 2020. The complaints ranged from non-delivery of the ordered
wedding dresses, to failure to receive refunds [by both the brides-to-be and the agents] in
cases where there was failure to deliver, endless excuses from the Complainant where
there was non-delivery, et al. The complaints escalated to the level where consumers
individually opted to open criminal cases against the Complainant, while others claimed
to have been deterred by the South African Police Officers to open the criminal cases –
due to the fact that their claims did not meet all elements of the crime of fraud. In March
2021 Carte Blanche broadcast the programme ‘Wedding Day Blues’ featuring the
versions of the nine consumers [2 wedding dress agents and 7 brides-to-be’]. The
Complainant was of the opinion that the said broadcast was unfair as it:

(a)

Impaired her dignity and breached her privacy;

(b)

Was not a true reflection of the facts; and

(c)

She was not given a chance to state her side of the story.

According to the Code of Conduct, in instances where the Broadcaster broadcasts a
comment or criticism regarding actions or events of public importance, Clause 28.2.2
obliges the latter to make sure that such comment:

(a)

Is an honest expression of opinion:

In Global Visas vs M-Net, Case No: 41/2013(BCCSA),
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‘[t]he dictum from the case of Grove v eTV1 demonstrates the Tribunal's
approach to the requirement of comment being an honest expression of
opinion: “Yet it has constantly been our approach to clause 35 (clause
28.2 of the current Code) that only in cases where it is absolutely clear
that there was an unfair comment on a matter of public importance would
we find against a broadcaster under this clause. Balance and fairness are
difficult aims to meet, and so, in order not to stifle freedom of expression,
in cases where doubt exists we would rather come to the finding that a
programme has not contravened this clause of the code, than stifle debate
and free speech, even though such speech may not have been wholly
sensitive or balanced. Freedom of expression is too precious an asset in
our new democracy to chip away at without very good reason”.
The circumstances of this complaint are such that the consumers were expressing
their opinions honestly – emanating from the level of misrepresentation that they
experienced while trying to transact with the Complainant. These are the people
who went through empty promises, to various denials of accountability – thus
whatever they were stating was simply their opinions highlighted by their many
disappointments that they experienced through the Complainant.
(b)

Presented in such a manner that it appears clearly to be a comment:
When the bridal consumers were stating their disappointment about the
Complainant’s failure to provide service in contravention of their sale agreements,
that was a reflection of how they felt. They were simply exercising their consumer
right to complain within various mediums of broadcast – Facebook, Hello Peter,
and ultimately the Broadcaster. Seeing that they received no reaction from their
Facebook posts, they then opted to approach the media houses, and in this
instance, the Broadcaster. It has been clear throughout the various interviews with

1

Case Number: 29/2004 – Grove’ vs eTV – Unfair Comment
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the complainants that what was being voiced was simply their subjective
comments about the status quo. At no stage whatsoever was their statements
altered nor did the Broadcaster ask them leading questions to try and persuade a
certain point of view. The consumers simply voiced their dissatisfaction. What
was then broadcast appeared clearly to have been the consumers’ comments as
per the provisions of the Code.
(c)

Made on facts truly stated or fairly indicated and referred to:
In The Nova Property Group vs RSG, Case No: 03/2020 (BCCSA), the Tribunal
held that there was no contravention of the Code of Conduct, where:
‘The presenter mentioned, inter alia, that a reportable irregularity was
referred to the Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors by the
company’s auditors. This obviously put the company in a bad light. The
presenter stated that there may have been contraventions of certain
legislation, and the complainant insisted that the presenter made the
remarks with utmost malice and with the view to creating maximum
damage to the company. The presenter did not state as a fact that there
had been contraventions of legislation. The Tribunal found that the
broadcast consisted of comments that were honest expressions of opinion
made on facts truly stated or fairly indicated. No contravention of the
Code was found and the complaint was not upheld’.
Similar to the above highlighted matter, the Broadcaster mentioned various levels
of interventions that the consumers used trying to compel the Complainant to
perform her side of the sale agreement’s obligation by:
(i) Reporting the matter to the South African Police Service as fraud since
they could not get their refunds from the Complainant. This happened
after clients learned through social media that ‘Love and Lace’ has
filed for voluntary liquidation in February 2020; and
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(ii) Requesting the removal of the Complainant’s page from Facebook as
they felt she was still selling a dream to unsuspecting ‘brides-to-be’
including the wedding dress agents.
As was the case in The Nova Property Group, the Broadcaster did not conclude
nor state as a fact that the Complainant’s action resulted in a criminal act of fraud.
[7]

Cambridge English Dictionary describes the term ‘controversial’ to mean something
which is likely to cause disagreement among the members of the society. Within the
current complaint controversy showed up when the ‘Love and Lace’ consumers,
rightfully so, requested the corresponding performance from the Complainant, and were
met up with these kinds of quoted responses:
(a)

‘…just relax, your wedding is only in April…’

(b)

‘I do not recall that I specifically advised clients where the dresses were made as it is
irrelevant where our dresses are imported from’

(c)

‘…this particular client did not have any valid grounds for a refund…’

In essence, controversial issue of public importance presents itself where random people
are affected or transgressed by the same or similar actions from the same entity. The
consumers in this instance were the affected parties - people who were preparing for a
most important and exciting event – their wedding; which was adversely affected by the
Complainant’s actions. These are people who had to amend their budgets, their various
wedding logistic plans, and even alter their wedding dates because the Complainant did
not deliver in terms of their agreement with her. On the other hand, there were wedding
dress agents – who had to disappoint their clients [not because they had a hand in such
conduct] but because the Complainant’s failure to perform deemed them to be guilty by
association. The consumers communicated their frustrations through Facebook, a
consumer complaints’ platform like Hello Peter and ultimately, the broadcasting media.
Due to editorial discretion the Broadcaster managed to broadcast only nine out of many
other complaints.
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[8]

In order to comply with the provisions of Clause 28.3.1 and 28.3.2 the Broadcaster
invited the Complainant - via an email to participate in the programme including sending
out questions setting out the points of discussions.

The Complainant responded in

writing, however, she specifically instructed the Broadcaster through her legal
representatives that her responses should not be broadcast at all. In trying to comply with
the Code of Conduct the Broadcaster, nevertheless published her responses with the aim
of bringing balance through stating her opposing views to the many complaints which
were made by the consumers. The documents before the Tribunal provide proof of the
Broadcaster efforts to ensure that the Complainant’s views were clearly set out as
required by the Code. On various occasions the Complainant personally and through her
legal practitioners declined the offer to state her side of the story such that her legal
representatives sent the emails reiterating the status quo to the Broadcaster by stating
that:
‘….the answers had only been provided "to be used solely for purposes of consideration", and
they would entertain enquiries on a "without prejudice basis"2.

[9]

Furthermore, Clause 28.3.2 states that the person whose views are criticized on a
controversial issue of public interest must be given a right of reply. In line with the
contents of par.8 of the evaluation, the Complainant declined to take the Broadcaster’s
offer of reply personally and the latter contention was reiterated through her legal
representatives’ correspondence to the Broadcaster. In Case Number - 01/2017 – Busch
vs Carte Blanche:
‘This

is a complaint about a broadcast by Carte Blanche in which the

Complainant, a public figure and television personality was portrayed not to be
the person he claimed to be, namely a lover of big cats and conservationist, but in
2

Letter from the Complainant’s legal representatives dated the 4th February 2020, p 66 of the record
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fact a person who ill-treated his animals. The Complainant alleged that the
Broadcaster did not make reasonable efforts to fairly present opposing points of
view and failed to provide him with the opportunity to respond to the allegations
against him and that the Broadcaster also failed to exercise exceptional care and
consideration in matters that involved the dignity and privacy of the
Complainant. From the correspondence between the Broadcaster and the
Complainant it appeared that the Complainant refused to appear on camera and
this caused him to miss the opportunity to present his side of the case. He was
thus the author of his own misfortune. The Tribunal found that the Broadcaster
made reasonable effort to fairly present Complainant’s version of the facts even
though he refused to appear on camera’.

[10]

Clause 28.4 requires that insofar as comments are concerned, broadcasting licensees must
exercise exceptional care and consideration in matters involving the private lives, private
concerns and dignity of individuals, bearing in mind that the rights to privacy and dignity
may be overridden by a legitimate public interest. Meaning the latter consideration will
only be considered provided there is established public interest. Thus far it has already
been established that public interest exists in this matter. A huge number of random
people placed their wedding dress orders with the Complainant and for one reason or the
other – the Complainant failed to fulfil her obligations in terms of the sale agreement.
Various complaints were laid through various mediums – Facebook, Hello Peter and
eventually Carte Blanche. Criminal or even civil cases were lodged with the South
African Police Service, even though some were not considered due to the technicality
around the elements of the crime of fraud. Many people lost their monies [savings and
pension pay-outs], their clientele, business trust relationships have been lost et al – these
are people who tried to transact in good faith with the Complainant; but were misled.
Furthermore, the Complainant persisted to claim that she is not a ‘bad person’, but
nevertheless failed to explain to this Tribunal how she is going to rectify all her
transgressions. Hence, we are compelled to cite:
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Busch v Carte Blanche3
‘…where the Tribunal found that allegations by the broadcaster that the
complainant was not the person he claimed to be, namely a lover of big cats and a
conservationist, did not constitute an impairment of the complainant’s dignity
because this was overridden by the public interest in his activities as a television
personality and public figure’.

Thus there was no contravention of the provision.

All factors considered the Tribunal did not find any contravention of clauses of the Code of
Conduct.

ADV BOITUMELO TLHAKUNG
COMMISSIONER: BROADCASTING COMPLAINTS COMMISSION
The Tribunal Chairperson Makeketa and Commissioner Naidu concurred with the Judgment.

3

Ibis ibid
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